
“Indiana’s longest running unsolved mystery.”
(Wednesday, December 6, 2000 The Indianapolis Star)

What’s missing?   The truth.

Missing: Ruth Holladay’s feature article; for Tuesday 6/29/2004.  There was no article
and no explanation as to why (it is normal policy for the Star to inform its readers if a
featured article is not going to be run due to the writer being on vacation or away).  It was
missing just like that Pan statue that she had just reported missing.

When we called the Indianapolis Star and inquired into the missing Ruth Holladay article
the official reply was that Ruth had taken the day off.  The reason given for not informing
the readers about the missing feature?…just a simple oversight.

The Indianapolis Star has refused to be honest with the public, has refused to publish all
the facts on this matter and has intentionally misled and deceived the public.  The
Indianapolis Star cannot tell the whole story without exposing their participation in this
conspiracy to overthrow Constitutional laws and force us to disobey the laws of God.

The truth is that Ruth Holladay did in fact submit her featured article, which once again
was about the Pan statue in University Park, only this time she was reporting on some of
the views of the opposition, the Protestants perspective in an attempt to be fair and give
equal time to the other side of this issue.

The truth is that Ruth Holladay did submit her featured article that was once again about
the Pan statue in University Park only this time instead of making the story to be about
the innocence of Pan and the insanity of the Protestant challenger the article was an
attempt to allow a couple of points to be made on behalf of the Protestants.

The point that the Protestant wanted published or made known to the citizens was
that this Pan statue (the Universal symbol of Paganism) that has been defended by the
Indianapolis Star reporters consistently throughout this ‘longest running unsolved
mystery’ had been in fact donated by the Indianapolis Star and News.

This was a major point that had been withheld from the readers by the Star over the years
of reporting on these ‘unexplained’ attacks on pan.  That would also explain all the
articles claiming that Pan is ‘innocent and harmless’ with a ‘cute boyish face and
adorable horns.’

The reason this controversy is still Indiana’s longest unsolved mystery is because the
Indianapolis Star has refused to inform the readers both sides of this issue, only their side
of this story reporting as if they are ‘neutral’ in this matter when the fact is they are part
of the guilty conspiracy.



The Indianapolis Star has claimed over and over again that Pan is just a half man half
goat character of Greek mythology and is harmless.  Pan may be ‘armless’ but Pan has
never been harmless.  It was the Greeks (not me) that identified Pan with the Devil.

Pan was worshipped in many ancient kingdoms not as a myth, but as ‘the great God’, the
‘God of Nature’ and ‘Natures God’.  The story of Pan was described by Plutarch in the 1st

Century A.D. “The Athenians erected a shrine to Pan on the Acropolis in Athens and
established annual sacrifices and torch races in his honor”.

Pan was worshipped in Egypt as Ammon-Min, and in Babylon as Enlil.  In Canaan Pan
was worshipped as Baal Ashtoreth that was the major adversary of the Old Testament.
He was a fertility god and was usually depicted with his lover (Ashtoreth- See Asherah in
University Park) Read about Babylonian Ishtar.

The Indianapolis Star reports on the simplistic innocence of the Pan statue and goes into
great detail about my mental stability rather than deal with the facts of this controversy.
The Indianapolis Star cannot tell you the true history of Pan without heaping shame upon
themselves.

A statue of Pan, (the Universal symbol of Paganism in University Park) that some may
recognize as the graven image of the Devil (complete with an erect penis) may not be
considered a big deal by itself, but when you add this graven image of this great Pagan
god with the official State Poem of Indiana that reads, “I must heed the native call, for a
Pagan voice within me seems to answer to it all.” Then it is time to do some research.

In order to prove a Pagan occupation of the State of Indiana it would take more than just
an official state poem acknowledging Pagans or a statue of the Pagans *‘God of Nature’
in University Park (*See Indpls. Star 2/24/00)

There is one sure way to tell if Pagans have infested your Capitol or government, for
Pagans delight in desecration.  It’s what they do best.  They delight in profaning and
desecrating that which is holy and sacred. (Namely the Cross and the Ten
Commandments.)

That is the other point that the Indianapolis Star has refused to inform the public
about, the justification for the Protestant challenge, the desecration and profaning
of that which is sacred.

The Ten Commandments that had been at the Indiana State Capitol is just one example
where this sacred text had been desecrated and profaned by Pagan politicians.  (A graven
image of the pagans ‘breasted sun god’ was inscribed directly on the tablets above the
proclamation, “I am the Lord thy God”. [The 2nd Commandment (forbidding graven
images) had also bee removed from the State’s display thus giving illegal preference to
Roman Catholics over Protestants.]  See following page for other desecrations.





The story of this Protestant resistance to the Pagan occupation of Indianapolis has
become more mythical than Pan himself.  Consider the story according to the
Indianapolis Star.

A single-minded, weak-minded Protestant Hoosier also called a ‘Goon’ with ‘a mind-set
to blow himself up’ and ‘kill civilians’ had been able to thwart all attempts at being
caught ‘desecrating’ Pan, the pagans ‘god of nature’ in University Park.

“They trained a surveillance camera on Pan: their nine-member police force had
investigated the Pan incidents thoroughly but remained perplexed.  Whoever was
attacking Pan seemed to be untouchable.  Pan kept loosing his arms.

The World War Memorial authorities claimed it was a penniless wino who sells the arms
as scrape bronze, and the reason why the whole monument was not taken was that it was
secured to its pedestal with a 1 ¼ inch copper pipe.  They planned to reinforce the arms.

(NOTE: To ‘break the arms’ is to diminish or destroy the power thereof.)

Once again the arms of Pan were broken but this time the Protestant contacted the
Indianapolis Star to solve the mystery once and for all, so there would be no doubt as to
why and who was attacking Pan.

According to the Indianapolis Star the Protestant took Star reporter Will Higgins into the
woods to show him the three missing arms of Pan and to challenge the War Memorial
Police to a high noon showdown in 30 days, to which the police gladly accepted. (See the
Indianapolis Star Aug. 2000 article, Man who disarmed Pan had peacekeeping in mind.)

How odd is it for a person to admit to at least three felonies, show a reporter the evidence
then be able to talk the authorities into delaying their arrest for 30-days in order to have a
‘high-noon’ showdown with him?

And then when he doesn’t show up for the high-noon showdown the police celebrate as if
they had won.  Not only had the ‘weak-minded’ Protestant foiled every attempt to by the
Capitol police to prevent his attacks or prosecute him, but now they would be at a certain
place at a certain time dictated by the Protestant.

Now the Protestant had;





Why?  Of what importance is this statue?  It is their god.












